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The projects in this proposal specifically target several signal transduction pathways known to be critical for NSCLC pathogenesis including the EGFR pathway and the more downstream ras/raf/Mek/ERK pathway. These projects combine targeted approaches using molecular and imaging techniques to validate activity against a target and monitor response using imaging modalities specific to the receptor using either small molecules or targeted peptide approaches.

**ABSTRACT**

The projects in this proposal specifically target several signal transduction pathways known to be critical for NSCLC pathogenesis including the EGFR pathway and the more downstream ras/raf/Mek/ERK pathway. These projects combine targeted approaches using molecular and imaging techniques to validate activity against a target and monitor response using imaging modalities specific to the receptor using either small molecules or targeted peptide approaches.
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IMPACT: Imaging and Molecular Markers for Patients with Lung Cancer: Approaches with Molecular Targets, Complementary, Innovative and Therapeutic Modalities

INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is the most prevalent cancer worldwide and the leading cause of cancer-related mortality in both men and women in the United States. Conventional multimodality therapies (surgery, radiation and chemotherapy) have reached a therapeutic ceiling in improving the five-year overall survival rate of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, clinically in large part due to chemo- and radiation-resistant locoregional and metastatic spread but ultimately due to poor understanding of the disease and its resistance to the therapy.

Lung cancer is a heterogeneous disease, resulting from accumulated genetic abnormalities over years, which thus requires a coordinated attack in a truly integrated fashion on multiple altered signal pathways. Emerging targeted therapy aims to target key molecular abnormalities in cancer and has succeeded in some tumor types such as chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) (Druker et al., 2004; Druker and Sawyers et al., 2001; Druker and Talpaz et al., 2001), gastrointestinal stromal tumor (Demetri et al., 2002), colon cancer (Hurwitz et al., 2003), and breast cancer (Howell et al., 2005). Thus, the incorporation of targeted therapy into conventional treatments appears to be a new promising approach to treatment of lung cancer.

The program project IMPACT has proposed to integrate targeted therapy in the lung cancer research program when initial clinical results showed disappointing response rates and survival benefit of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor gefitinib (Iressa™) for non-selected lung cancer patients (Herbst et al., 2002, 2003, 2004; Herbst, 2004; Kris et al., 2003; Giaccone et al., 2004). It aims to validate molecular mechanisms of targeted agents alone and in combination with chemo- and/or radiation therapies in preclinical and clinical settings. It also aims to develop effective molecular imaging and cancer cell-targeted peptide-based delivery tools to help improve efficacy of the targeted agents. Specifically, our objectives are:

- To validate preclinically and clinically several key signaling pathways and their agents for therapeutic potentials alone or in combination with each other or with chemo and/or radiotherapy
- To explore applications of molecular imaging for targeted therapy and identify cancer cell-targeted peptides for systemic delivery of therapeutic and imaging agents
- To discover and evaluate new molecular abnormalities and therapeutic predictors in lung cancer
- To develop an educational program for teens and young adults for smoking risk and resultant lung cancer occurrence.

IMPACT is composed of 6 research projects, 1 Biostatistics Core, 1 Molecular Pathology Core, 1 Molecular Imaging Core, 2 career development projects, and 2 developmental research projects. We note that an additional no-cost extension for this grant has been approved to allow completion of the clinical activities proposed for Project 2 (the sole project remaining active) in this report.
Project 1: Targeting epidermal growth factor receptor signaling to enhance response of lung cancer to therapeutic radiation.

(PI and co-PI: Raymond E. Meyn, Ph.D., Ritsuko Komaki, M.D.)

In spite of significant technical advances including intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and chemoradiation, locally advanced lung cancer continues to have a dismal prognosis as many patients’ tumors appear to be resistant to radiation therapy. The molecular basis for radiation resistance is not fully understood, but tumor cells have an enhanced survival response that involves increased capacity for DNA repair and suppressed apoptosis. Both apoptosis propensity and DNA repair capacity are thought to be partly controlled by the upstream signal transduction pathways triggered by EGFR activation, which is constitutively activated in many NSCLCs, and its activation leads to a radiation-resistant phenotype. We hypothesize that the response of NSCLC to radiation can be improved through the use of inhibitors of EGFR signaling.

Aim 1 To test the combination of external beam radiation and the selective EGFR-tyrosine kinase inhibitor erlotinib (Tarceva) in locally advanced NSCLC.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 2 To test the hypothesis that activation of the EGFR pathway leads to radiation resistance in NSCLC cells due to an enhanced capacity for repairing DNA lesions.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 3 To test the hypothesis that clinically useful inhibitors of EGFR signaling abrogate DNA repair capacity, restore apoptotic response and radiosensitize NSCLC cells.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 4 To test the hypothesis that targeting both EGFR and its downstream signaling pathways will have at least an additive radiosensitizing effect on NSCLC.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 5 To test whether the strategies developed in Specific Aims 2-4 have efficacy in a xenograft tumor model.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.
Project 2: Molecular Imaging of EGFR Expression and Activity in Targeting Therapy of Lung Cancer

(PI and co-PI: Juri Gelovani, M.D., Ph.D.; Roy Herbst, M.D., Ph.D.)

Aim 1 To synthesize novel pharmacokinetically optimized $^{124}$I and $^{18}$F-labeled IPQA derivatives for PET imaging of EGFR kinase activity and conduct in vitro radiotracer accumulation studies in tumor cells expressing different levels of EGFR activity.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

Aim 2 To assess the biodistribution (PK/PD) and tumor targeting by novel $^{124}$I and $^{18}$F-labeled EGFR kinase-specific IPQA derivatives using PET imaging in orthotopic mouse models of lung cancer and compare in vivo radiotracer uptake/retention with phospho-EGFR levels in situ.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 3 Using selected $^{124}$I or $^{18}$F-labeled IPQA derivative, to conduct pre-clinical studies in animals with orthotopic models of lung cancer xenografts with different levels of EGFR expression/activity, and to assess the value of PET imaging as the inclusion criterion for therapy by EGFR inhibitors, as well as for monitoring the efficacy of treatment with EGFR-targeted drugs.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 4 Perform pilot clinical PET imaging studies with the optimized $^{124}$I or $^{18}$F-labeled IPQA derivative under the RDRC guidelines in patients with NSCLC undergoing adjuvant therapy before tumor resection or biopsy. Compare PET image-based measures of EGFR activity with immunohistochemical measures of phospho-EGFR in situ.

Summary of Research Findings
We have completed the changes proposed in our previous annual progress report, which were to submit protocol revisions to the HRPO, IRB, and FDA to facilitate successful accrual to the trial. These revisions, which have been approved by each of listed entities, included broadening the eligibility criteria to include patients previously treated with EGFR TKIs and reducing washout periods prior to and after administration of the agent. Upon approval of the protocol revisions, protocol eligibility screening was reinitiated and successfully identified a patient to enroll on the trial; however, test runs of the production of the compound by the contracted vendor revealed unacceptable inconsistencies in the quality of the agent.

Subsequently, several discussions within the study team, with helpful advisement from our DoD Program Director, Ms. Sheilah Rowe, resulted in the decision to move the manufacturing of the compound from the contracted vendor to our in-house facility at the Center for Advanced Imaging (CABI). This facility operates under cGMP guidelines for the manufacturing of PET
radiopharmaceuticals and was recently site-visited by the FDA, contributing to our strong confidence that production of the compound will be successfully and more efficiently performed in-house.

We subsequently requested a no-cost extension to allow us to seek approval to revise the protocol accordingly and complete the study over the next year. This NCE request was approved on January 28, 2014.

Several tasks are required to transfer and initiate production of the agent, many of which have been completed and some that are on target to be completed by March 2014, including the following:

Transfer of Production of IPQA from Previous Vendor (Cyclotope) to CABI:
- Send vials with IPQA precursor material to original manufacturer (ABX-Germany) for stability testing and re-purification if necessary. The new precursor is anticipated to be ready by early March; in the meantime, supplies of the existing precursor will be used to accomplish method implementation and validation procedures.
- Transfer manufacturing equipment from Cyclotope to Cyclotron Radiochemistry Facility (CRF) at CABI. (Completed.)
- Install and conduct preventive maintenance on manufacturing equipment. (Completed.)
- Conduct manufacturing tests with re-purified precursor. (Completed.)
- Implement manufacturing and quality control SOP into CRF – LIMS (Laboratory Information and Management System) by mid- to late February 2014.
- Conduct System Suitability Tests on equipment and testing procedures. (Completed.)
- Conduct three successful Product Validation runs by mid- to late February 2014.
- Prepare Chemistry Manufacturing and Control (CMC) documentation to submit to IND office by mid-March 2014.
- Revise informed consent to remove Cyclotope as the compound manufacturer and update CABI’s name (from previously listed “CABIR”); submit CMC and revised protocol/informed consent to FDA and HRPO by mid-March 2014.

Conduct of Protocol:
Once the CMC and revised protocol/informed consent are reviewed and approved by the FDA, IRB, and HRPO, and the compound production is tested and deemed acceptable, patient screening and enrollment will be reinitiated. The patient population that is eligible for this trial includes patients with stage IV adenocarcinomas of the lung harboring EGFR mutations.

Detailed recruitment strategy. We are now routinely checking for EGFR mutations in all patients with adenocarcinoma that are seen in the clinic. We are currently identifying approximately 60 new patients with EGFR mutations a year (approximately 25% of our total lung cancer patient population at MDACC). This figure does not include the patients who are identified elsewhere to be EGFR-mutation positive and then seek their care here. The majority of these patients will be eligible for this clinical trial; thus, potential trial candidates will be drawn from this cohort of patients. To further enhance accrual, we have modified the protocol to allow for patients who have previously been treated to enroll. Since the median overall survival of patients identified to have EGFR mutations is two years, this approach increases the patient pool from which patients can be drawn to approximately 150 patients. We are now maintaining a database of patients who are EGFR-positive to identify and consent patients quickly once this protocol is ready for accrual.
Thus, the key differences from prior years in ensuring adequate accrual include the newly initiated routine molecular analyses of our patients, the maintenance of a database increasing the ease of identifying patients prospectively, and the modification of the protocol to allow for enrollment of patients who are on treatment (with chemotherapy or erlotinib), which significantly enhances the pool of patients from which patients for this study can be drawn without compromising the integrity of the study. We believe that these changes will sufficiently address the previous challenges we faced with accrual.

Quarterly target enrollment numbers. We anticipate enrolling 4 patients per quarter, thus allowing for the completion of the study in the one-year time span. This enrollment rate can be significantly enhanced if efficiencies within the manufacturing process allow us to enroll more patients.

Initiation of Accrual. We anticipate enrolling patients in the fourth quarter of this academic year (Q4, June to August, 2014). The first cohort of three patients will be completed within 30 days of patient enrollment. Results from the first cohort will be fully evaluated, with an emphasis on safety of the imaging drug before continuing with the second cohort of patients. The planned number of patients for the trial is 15, and the completion of the trial is estimated to be within 6 months after its initiation. We expect to enroll the first 3 patients in Q4, and 2-3 patients per quarter thereafter, with completion of the study targeted for mid-FY’15.

Correlation of Accrual with Manufacturing Schedule. We will begin enrollment as soon as the manufacturing team gives us the “go-ahead” to start consenting patients. We will remain in close contact with the manufacturing team and will schedule weekly teleconferences to ensure that the manufacturing and clinical teams are working closely so that patient accrual continues without interruption. We have also created an email distribution list to facilitate ongoing communications on an as-needed basis.

Key Research Accomplishments:
- Received approval from the DoD, IRB, and FDA for protocol revisions expanding protocol eligibility.
- Initiated steps towards moving the manufacturing of the compound from the contracted vendor to our in-house facility at the Center for Advanced Imaging (CABI), due to noted inconsistencies in quality of the compound produced by the vendor.
- Received approval from the DoD for a no-cost extension to allow an additional year complete transfer of compound manufacturing and reinitiating protocol accrual. Accrual is anticipated to begin in the late spring or early summer of 2014.

Conclusions:
We will begin enrollment as soon as the manufacturing team gives us the “go-ahead” to start consenting patients. We will remain in close contact with the manufacturing team and will schedule weekly teleconferences to ensure that the manufacturing and clinical teams are working closely so that patient accrual continues without interruption. We have also created an email distribution list to facilitate ongoing communications on an as-needed basis. In addition, teleconference calls have been scheduled every other month with the DoD Program Director and the entire research team to ensure adherence to the agreed-upon timeline and to problem-solve should any issues arise. Quarterly technical reports detailing our progress will also be submitted to the DoD as required under our newly modified award.
Reportable Outcomes:

None to date.

Project 3: Targeted Peptide-based Systemic Delivery of Therapeutic and Imaging Agents to Lung Cancer

(PI and co-PI: Renata Pasqualini, Ph.D., Wadih Arap, M.D., Ph.D.)

The studies outlined in this proposal focus on the use of peptide sequences with selective lung tumor-targeting properties. We will seek to validate these probes as delivery vehicles in drug and gene-targeting approaches. This approach directly selects in vivo for circulating probes capable of preferential homing into tumors. The strategy will be to combine homing peptides in the context of phage as gene therapy vectors. Given that many of our peptides also target angiogenic vasculature in addition to tumor cells, these studies are likely to enhance the effectiveness of therapeutic apoptosis induction and imaging technology.

Aim 1 To select peptides targeting primary and metastatic tumors in lung cancer patients.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 2 To validate receptors for targeting human lung cancer.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 3 To design tools for molecular imaging of lung tumors.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.
Project 4: Inhibition of bFGF Signaling for Lung Cancer Therapy

(PI: Reuben Lotan, Ph.D.)

The survival of lung cancer patients is poor because this cancer is diagnosed at advanced stages. Therefore, improvements in early detection through the identification of molecular markers for diagnosis and for intervention combined with targeted chemoprevention are urgently needed. While the molecular events involved in lung cancer pathogenesis are being unraveled by ongoing large scale genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics studies, it is already well recognized that proliferation-, survival- and angiogenesis- promoting signaling pathways are amplified in lung cancer. Among the angiogenesis signaling pathways, the basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and its transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptors (FGFRs) are playing important roles in addition to the well-studied vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptors (VEGFRs). Both types of angiogenesis signaling pathways, the VEGF/VEGFR and the bFGF/FGFR, have been detected in NSCLC and associated with lung cancer development. However, most efforts in preclinical and clinical trials have been directed to the VEGF/VEGFR pathway.

We hypothesize that bFGF triggers signaling pathways that contribute to malignant progression of lung cancers by stimulating tumor cell and endothelial cell proliferation and survival and augmenting angiogenesis. Therefore, agents that intervene in this pathway may be useful for lung cancer therapy either alone or in combination with agents that target the VEGF/VEGFR signaling pathways and/or with cytotoxic agents. We will address the following specific aims in order to understand the mechanism(s) underlying the \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} effects of bFGF on lung cancer and endothelial cells and the ability of bFGF inhibitors to suppress the growth of NSCLC \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo}.

\textbf{Aim 1} Determine the effects of bFGF on \textit{in vitro} growth, survival, motility, invasion and angiogenesis of NSCLC cells and endothelial cells.

\textbf{Summary of Research Findings}
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

\textbf{Aim 2} Evaluate the relative potency of several inhibitors of bFGF binding to receptor (i.e., TMPP and analogs) in inhibiting effects of bFGF detected in Specific Aim 1 and evaluate the effects of these inhibitors in combination with paclitaxel on \textit{in vitro} growth and survival of tumor cells.

\textbf{Summary of Research Findings}
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

\textbf{Aim 3} Evaluate anti-tumor activity (growth inhibition, apoptosis, suppression of angiogenesis) of the most effective inhibitor identified in Specific Aim 2 when used alone and in combination with paclitaxel in an orthotopic lung cancer model using luciferase-expressing NSCLC cells for \textit{in vivo} bioluminescence imaging of tumor growth and response to treatment.

\textbf{Summary of Research Findings}
This specific aim was abandoned as previously reported.
Reportable Outcomes


Aim 4 To investigate the expression of bFGF signaling components (bFGF, FGFR-1, FGFR-2, heparan sulfate, syndecan-1, and FGFR-3) by IHC staining of tissue microarrays (TMAs), and correlate the expression of bFGF/bFGFRs between tumor and non-malignant epithelial cells with angiogenesis.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

Project 5: Targeting mTOR and Ras signaling pathways for lung cancer therapy
(Project Co-leaders: Shi-Yong Sun, Ph.D., Suresh Ramalingam, M.D.)

Aim 1 To determine whether an mTOR inhibitor inhibits the growth of human NSCLC cells via G1 growth arrest or induction of apoptosis, and to identify the molecular determinants of mTOR inhibitor sensitivity.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

Aim 2 To determine whether the effect of mTOR inhibitors on the growth of human NSCLC cells is enhanced in the presence of a PI3K inhibitor or a MAPK inhibitor.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in the previous annual report.

Aim 3 To evaluate the efficacies of the combinations of rapamycin with LY294002 or U0126 in nude mice models of lung cancer xenografts in vivo.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

Aim 4 To conduct a pilot clinical biochemical induction trial to investigate the effect of RAD001 in operable NSCLC patients and identify molecular determinants of RAD001 sensitivity and prognosis.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in the previous report.
Project 6: Identification and Evaluation of Molecular Markers in Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer (NSCLC)

(PI and co-PI: Ralf Krahe, Ph.D., Li Mao, M.D)

A better understanding of the lung cancer biology and an identification of genes involved in tumor initiation, progression and metastasis are an important first step leading to the development of new prognostic markers and targets for therapy. In the same context, identification of reliable predictive markers for response or resistance to therapy in NSCLC patients is also desperately desired for optimal delivery of targeted therapy and/or standard chemotherapy. The proposed studies aim to identify the two types of markers that would eventually help develop smarter clinical trials, which will selectively recruit patients who are more likely to respond to one regimen over another and lead to improvement of overall therapeutic outcomes.

Aim 1   To expression profile by DNA microarray technology aerodigestive cancers - with primary focus on adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the lung, and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), including primary tumors and normal adjacent tissue, and (where available) metastatic lesions.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 2   To DNA profile the same samples by complementing DNA approaches to stratify RNA expression profiles on the basis of their corresponding DNA profiles.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 3   To evaluate the contribution of promoter hypermethylation and transcriptional inactivation of known cancer genes subject to epigenetic silencing to cancer phenotype.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 4   To determine protein signatures of treatments of erlotinib and other therapeutic agents, alone or in combination, in NSCLC and identify molecular predictors of response.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as reported previously.

Aim 5   To determine a clinical utility of the molecular predictors.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.
Core B: Biostatistics & Data Management Core

(Core Director: J. Jack Lee, Ph.D.)

The Biostatistics and Data Management Core has continued to work with all IMPACT Projects in their research efforts, especially in the area of biostatistical support in clinical trial design, implementation, and analysis of experimental results. We also developed statistical methods to enhance the design and analysis pertinent to the lung cancer research.

Specific Aims:
1. To ensure that the results of all projects are based on well-designed experiments and are appropriately interpreted by providing experimental design; sample size estimates; power calculations; and integrated, comprehensive analysis for each basic science, pre-clinical, and clinical study.
2. To develop a data management system that integrates clinical, pathological, and basic science data while providing data integrity through process tracking and quality control.
3. To provide statistical and data management support for genomic and imaging studies including microarray, proteomics, and molecular targeted imaging.
4. To develop and adapt innovative statistical methods pertinent to biomarker-integrated translational lung cancer studies.
5. To produce statistical reports for all projects.
6. To collaborate and assist all project investigators with the publication of scientific results.

Summary of Research Findings and Key Accomplishments
For Project 2, “Molecular Imaging of EGFR Expression and Activity in Targeting Therapy of Lung Cancer,” Core B worked with study investigators in the previously described revisions of the protocol “A phase I study of 18F-Fluoro-PEG6-IPQA as a PET Imaging Agent for Active/Mutant EGFR Expression in Tumors (2009-0832),” and will lead the required statistical analyses for the trial.

Conclusions
Core B continued to provide statistical support for Project 2, including the development of relevant statistical methodologies.

Core C: Pathology Core
(Director: Ignacio Wistuba, M.D.)

The IMPACT interdisciplinary research proposal for studying targeted therapy of lung cancers has required extensive histopathologic, IHC, and molecular studies of cell and tissues specimens, which have been assisted, coordinated or performed by the Pathology Core. One of the most important roles of the Pathology Core has been to provide professional technical services for proper procurement, storage and use of human and animal tissues, as well as technical assistance for IHC analysis. In addition, the Pathology Core has provided assistance for collection and evaluation of tissue specimens in IMPACT clinical trials in lung cancer patients.

Aim 1 Develop and maintain repository of tissue, cell and serum specimens from patients with lung neoplasia, as requested by the various component projects.
Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as previously reported.

Aim 2 Develop innovative tissue and cell reagents from lung cancer patients for the investigation and validation of the molecular endpoints relevant to each component project.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as previously reported.

Aim 3 Process human and animal cell and tissues for histopathological, immunohistochemical (IHC) and molecular analyses, including tissue microdissection, as required by each component project.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as previously reported.

Aim 4 Perform and evaluate IHC analysis in human and animal cell and tissue specimens, as required by the various component projects.

Summary of Research Findings
This aim was completed as previously reported.

DRP-1: Treatment of Malignant Pleural Effusion with ZD6474, a Novel VEGFR and EGFR TK Inhibitor
(PI and co-PI: Roy Herbst, M.D., Ph.D., Carlos Jimenez, M.D.)

Recurrent malignant pleural effusion is a debilitating clinical problem that requires palliation with repeated therapeutic thoracentesis or pleurodesis (Putnam, J Surg Clin North Am 2002). Malignant pleural effusions have been associated with high levels of VEGF. Treatment with a VEGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor resulted in a decrease in the amount of pleural effusion in an animal model (Yano, CCR 2000). We hypothesize that malignant pleural effusion formation in cancer patients can be decreased with ZD6474 (AstraZeneca), a VEGFR and EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor.

Aim 1 To determine clinical effect of ZD6474.
Aim 2 To investigate biological correlates.
Aim 3 To investigate radiographic correlates.
Aim 4 To assess quality of life.

Summary of Research Findings
This study was completed as previously reported.

DRP-2: TALK - Teens and Young Adults Acquiring Lung Cancer Knowledge
Ninety percent of lung cancer cases in adults are direct results of smoking. In children and young adults, tobacco use remains a major public health problem in spite of the recent declines in smoking prevalence among children and adolescents. Over the past 2-3 decades, numerous factors of smoking initiation among adolescents have been thoroughly investigated. A considerable volume of literature is currently available providing important clues with respect to designing tobacco prevention and cessation among youth.

Focusing on this major public health problem – tobacco use among young individuals and lack of in-depth knowledge of lung cancer issues – Project TALK (Teens and Young Adults Acquiring Lung Cancer Knowledge) was conceived and funded as a smoking cessation/prevention pilot project for culturally diverse high-risk young populations that include school drop-outs, economically disadvantaged, and underserved. Using modern technologies, the Departments of Behavioral Science and Thoracic/Head & Neck Medical Oncology have joined their efforts to conduct this developmental project under the leadership of Dr. Alexander V. Prokhorov. The project will assist in making major advances in lung cancer education and prevention among youth. Project TALK will produce a CD-ROM-based education/behavior change for teenagers and young adults (15-24 years of age).

**Aim 1**  Develop intervention program. Focus groups will be held with adolescents and young adults to ensure we are capturing the essence of the program, using the right messages, and employing the appealing video and animated characters. (Years 1-2)

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

**Aim 2**  Develop and beta-test CD-ROM. This includes the design of the animation, illustrations, scripts and accompanying videos. (Years 1-2)

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

**Aim 3**  Implement program in agreed upon locations and recruit young adults to participate in the study. (Years 3-4)

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

**Aim 4**  Collect and analyze data. (Years 3-4)

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed and summarized in previous reports.

**Career Developmental Project (CDP1): Identification of Membrane Proteins in Bronchial Epithelia Cells as Biomarkers of Early Detection for Lung Cancer**

(PI: Ja Seok Peter Koo, Ph.D.)
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths. Early detection of the malignant lesion leads to an improved 5-year survival rate after surgical resection. Therefore, advanced screening tools are needed urgently to detect lung cancer at an early stage to improve control of such deadly lung cancer.

**Aim 1**  To isolate membrane proteins uniquely expressed on the surface of squamous metaplasia using organotypically cultured bronchial epithelial cells.

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed as previously reported.

**Aim 2**  To identify differentially represented proteins using proteomics.

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed as previously reported.

**Aim 3**  To verify the differentially represented proteins using PCR, Western blotting, and immunocytochemistry.

**Summary of Research Findings**
This aim was completed as previously reported.
KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Project 2: Molecular imaging of EGFR expression and activity in targeted therapy of lung cancer

Key Research Accomplishments:
- Received approval from the DoD, IRB, and FDA for protocol revisions expanding protocol eligibility.
- Initiated steps towards moving the manufacturing of the compound from the contracted vendor to our in-house facility at the Center for Advanced Imaging (CABI), due to noted inconsistencies in quality of the compound produced by the vendor.
- Received approval from the DoD for a no-cost extension to allow an additional year complete transfer of compound manufacturing and reinitiating protocol accrual. Accrual is anticipated to begin in the late spring or early summer of 2014.

Core B: Biostatistics & Data Management Core
For Project 2, “Molecular Imaging of EGFR Expression and Activity in Targeting Therapy of Lung Cancer,” Core B worked with study investigators in the previously described revisions of the protocol “A phase I study of 18F-Fluoro-PEG6-IPQA as a PET Imaging Agent for Active/Mutant EGFR Expression in Tumors (2009-0832).”

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES

Publication:
Saintigny, Pierre, Erminia Massarelli, Steven Lin, Young-Ho Ahn, Yulong Chen, Sangeeta Goswami, Baruch Erez et al. "CXCR2 expression in tumor cells is a poor prognostic factor and promotes invasion and metastasis in lung adenocarcinoma." Cancer Research 2013 73(2): 571-582. PMID: 23204236. PMCID:PMC3548940

CONCLUSIONS

Project 2: We will begin enrollment as soon as the manufacturing team gives us the “go-ahead” to start consenting patients. We will remain in close contact with the manufacturing team and will schedule weekly teleconferences to ensure that the manufacturing and clinical teams are working closely so that patient accrual continues without interruption. We have also created an email distribution list to facilitate ongoing communications on an as-needed basis. In addition, teleconference calls have been scheduled every other month with the DoD Program Director and the entire research team to ensure adherence to the agreed-upon timeline and to problem-solve should any issues arise. Quarterly technical reports detailing our progress will also be submitted to the DoD as required under our newly modified award.

Biostatistics Core: Core B continued to provide statistical support for Project 2, including the development of relevant statistical methodologies.